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Episode 46

[Ticking] Gosh… we don’t have much time left, Julie.

Stop it, Luke. Don’t say that, you’re making me even more nervous…

We’re never going to make it in time!

Shut up, Luke! I’m trying to concentrate!

It’s a waste of time, Julie… We’re never going to make it anyway. Oh no, no, no…  We’re run-

ning out of time! [Faster ticking] No, no, NO, NO!

[Bell rings]

And… time’s up! Give me the test, guys!

Ugh, great, Julie. Thanks… Next time I won’t be sitting next to you! Oh, but Professor, I hav-

en’t finished my test!

Maybe… if you had showed up on time for class today… you would’ve had time to finish it, 

also you were talking to Julie the whole time so you both get an F!

(Both): What?!

In time
A waste of time
Run out of time

Time's up
On time

Time
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In time - We’re never going to make it in time!

• If you finish something in time, do you finish it before or after the deadline?

• Can you be late but be in time?

• If a movie is supposed to start at 8 and you arrive at 8.05, but the movie hasn’t started yet, 

did you arrive in time?

• Do you remember a time when you thought you were going to be late late but then you 

arrived in time?

A waste of time - It’s a waste of time, Julie.

• If something is a waste of time, is it considered a useful activity or useless?

• Is there something you have to do that you consider to be a waste of time?

Run out of time - We’re running out of time!

• If are doing something but you are running out of time, do you still have time to complete 

what you are doing?

• How much?

• If you’re taking a test and you’re running out of time, how do you feel?

Time’s up - And... time’s up!

• If someone says “time’s up” do you have any time left?

• If you’re in a situation where it’s either sink or swim, can you count on anybody’s help?

• Where is it unlikely to hear the expression “time’s up”? At school, at work or during a game 

show?

On time - Maybe... if you had showed up on time for class today...

• If you arrive at a place on time, do you arrive at the time you were supposed to or not?

• Can you be late but be on time?

• If the movie starts at 8 and you arrive at 8.05, did you arrive on time?

• Are you usually on time? And what do you think of the people who are often not on time?


